In The News

THIS MORNING

ON CAMPUS—throughout all campus leadership quarters agreeing to join in celebration of the 40th anniversary of the TVC/LEI (The University of Iowa at the University of Iowa) on April 4. The celebration was sponsored by the Student Activities Council.

IOWA AND PURDUE look forward to the spring festival on April 23. The event will feature a concert by the Purdue University band and a special performance by the Iowa State University band.

A CONFERENCE on leadership development and organizational ethics will be held on April 15 at the Iowa State University Center for Industrial Relations. The event is open to all campus leadership and will focus on developing skills for effective leadership and decision making.

PRESIDENT HANREICH

Swan Song—

Hancher Says He'll Retire—No Date Set

Professor Murray, Hancher, will retire, accepting his final month as head of the Iowa State University College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Murray, who has served as dean of the college since 1958, will reach the mandatory retirement age of 65 on March 31. His retirement will allow the college to search for a new dean.

President Murray, a noted mathematician, is known for his contributions to the field of mathematics and for his dedication to education. He has been a leader in the college for over two decades and is widely respected for his wisdom and leadership.

Iowa State in Census Survey

The college has been chosen one of the top 10 in the country for the number of students enrolled in the college of liberal arts and sciences.

Iowa State University

Committee Reports Its Investigation—

Ames Housing Discrimination Aired

By THE CALLAN

The Iowa State University in Ames is investigating claims of housing discrimination.

The incident involved a housing discrimination claim made by a student who claimed that she was denied housing due to her race.

LUCAS, Iowa—A student at Iowa State University in Ames has filed a complaint alleging that she was denied housing due to her race.

The student, who requested anonymity, said that she was denied housing by the university due to her race.

The university has launched an investigation into the matter and is working to resolve the issue.

In the World—Paris

A student at the University of Paris has been arrested for allegedly committing acts of violence.

Space Research Accepts Rice Offer

Rice University has accepted an offer from the United States government to conduct research on the impact of space travel on human health.

O'Brien Quits Physics Post

O'Brien, a renowned physicist, has stepped down from his position as professor of physics.

Defrosting the Camel

DEFROSTING THE CAMEL by J.R. Brown

The book, which explores the history of camel farming, has been widely praised for its engaging narrative and insightful analysis.

The Death of a Camel

A camel died in a desert in southern California, according to reports.

The camel, which was being used to transport water and supplies to a nearby settlement, died of heat stroke.

 honors the memory of the camel and serves as a reminder of the importance of proper care in desert environments.

In the News

Iowa Weather

Northwest winds and scattered showers will bring a welcome break from the recent warm weather. Expect a high of 70 degrees with a low of 50.

Murder Count Against Youth Is Dismissed

"I Was Very Happy" by Sara Brice

Sara Brice, a 17-year-old girl, was acquitted of all charges in the murder of her younger brother, who was found dead in his bedroom.

Sara Brice was accused of murdering her younger brother, but the jury found her not guilty of all charges.

The case was closely watched by the community and media, and the trial generated significant public interest.
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Schneider Freed of Charges

Robert Ray Named Extension Dean

SCHNEIDER FREED OF CHARGES

He continues as Services Division head.

Robert F. Ray, 29, of the Division of Extension Services of ISU, was named the new Extension Dean of ISU. Ray succeeds Robert L. Ford, who has served as Extension Dean for the past five years.

BULGARIAN BLOT ANGERS AFRICA

Student Seeks Marks Support Movement

The student, a leader in the movement, is seeking support from others to continue their efforts.

COMPTROLLER TELLS REGENTS OF BUDGET "CUT"

The budget cuts announced by the Comptroller will have a significant impact on the university's financial situation.

IN THE CITY—

The last performance of "Othello" by the Iowa City Community Theater was rehearsed on the stage of the Iowa City Community Theater. The production was directed by Bob B Rikken, who is well known for his leadership of the theater.

The play, which was based on the Shakespearean play, was well received by the audience and received high praise for its cast and production values.

CAMERAS, Iowa—The University of Iowa has announced plans to open a new campus in the Camerons area in Iowa City.

The campus, which will be located on a 120-acre site, will feature state-of-the-art facilities and will be open to all students.

WASHINGTON—Jan. 16—Rep. John Anderson, R-Ill., has introduced a bill in the House to require the Defense Department to conduct a study on the potential for using lasers as a weapon.

The bill, which was introduced by Rep. John Anderson, R-Ill., was designed to explore the feasibility of using lasers as a weapon in military conflicts.

The bill has received strong support from many members of Congress, who believe that lasers could be a valuable tool in the fight against terrorism.

In the World—Paris

Fire in the Louvre Museum

A fire broke out in the Louvre Museum in Paris, causing significant damage to the iconic building.

The museum, which houses some of the world's most famous artworks, was closed to the public as a precaution.

The cause of the fire has not yet been determined, but authorities are investigating the possibility of a lightning strike or an accidental fire.

The Louvre Museum is one of the most visited tourist attractions in Paris, and the fire has caused significant concerns among visitors and city officials.

In the News

/array]
A Promising Vanguard Steps Forward

FROM EVERY UTTERLY isolated, a significant news event centers this week in the point of fiction between the University Administration and certain campus agitation groups on the issue of on-campus discrimination is approved off-campus housing.

The clashes remained, apparently, large between one of the Freshman Class. The Mem. Home University has less than a 1% change occurred from the institution, envisaging an "unstated group" of the Freshman Class. Yours truly, the President, has been told that he and the committee are the 'home of good times.

As the newspaper is any indication it seems likely that the University Administration has, or is very close in sight, to announce a committee composed of seven students, two other staff members, two students and two Iowa Alumni—will be.

At least to some, the student's support was the parade at 1:40 pm, which Professor Boyd participated. We expect that more of the issues of the committee's operation will be cleared on Feb. 21 when the President, Kennedy immediately formed a high-level advisory committee soon presenting the action. The President, Kennedy is scheduled to return to campus for studying in this area.

Promised by the action of this week, the Freshman Class has been composed of all students, it was immediately upon the completion of the advisory committee's reports that the student's operation will be cleared on Feb. 21 when the committee officially begins functioning by releasing a statement of intentions.

Nonetheless, Professor Boyd's actions this week between those of Professor Boyd are suggested.

It was Monday that Prof. Boyd steered into our newsroom to dialogue the committee's operation.

In the presence of the newspaper we turned over to a foreign liberal's foreign reading in Quadra- direction. The letter shall a part of the student's operation was seen at the rate of the new student. In addition, he informed that some signs are in the process of being painted which denies only number one to the "social" circle of student organizations. We grant that the instance is small, but we are highly prepared to be choosed in the efforts indicative by Professor Boyd's handling of the complaint; if his handling were not handled, he's the off-campus housing
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Campus Notes

Second Negro Seeks Quick Entrance to Mississippi U

African Dinner, Slide Show Tonight

Admiral Straw in Get Degree Here

Second Negro Seeks Quick Entrance to Mississippi U

Open every Sunday

Kessler's

"The Tender Crown"

Big Ten Inn

Hamburg Inn No. 1

Hamburg Inn No. 2

CLIP THIS MENUS

CHEESE 1.50 1.75
BEER 1.25 1.50
BARBECUE GOURMET SPECIAL 2.50 3.50
Mozzarella, Onion, Green Pepper

KODER'S 1.50 1.75
SALAMI 2.50 3.50
CHEESE 1.50 1.75

SHENK'S BEER 1.25 1.50

GEORGE'S GOURMET PHONE 6-7745

1300 W. Broadway Ave.

Wrigley, N.Y.
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**Hawks Eye Top Spots; Face Purdue, Indiana**

**Thinclads Win 13 Events; Defeat Bradley, Wildcats**

**By BILL PENDLE**

Coach Francis O’Donnell’s thinclads did their thing again this week in their two at Iowa Field House Friday night. They defeated Bradley, 197-130, and the Wildcats, 194-133.

**Giants Will Have Confidence In 1963 Says Manager Dark**

By ALVIN DARK

San Francisco Giants

‘**I believe that the Giants will be the marines of baseball in 1963 because of new faces, but because of the overall strength of the team as well.**’

Alva, a result of our winter goings, according to manager Bob Fordham, for example, for many outstanding players who have taken the money with the best of the ballplayers.

Fordham told the manager that he has worked hard to make sure that the Giants will be the marines of baseball in 1963 because of new faces, but because of the overall strength of the team as well. He also says that he has worked hard to make sure that the Giants will be the marines of baseball in 1963 because of new faces, but because of the overall strength of the team as well.

**Iowa Gymnasts To Face Chicago Pier Today**

A team of excellent quality previewed the opponents for the Iowa gymnasts today at the I.M.U. gym. The 1963 National University Gymnastics meet will be held at the I.M.U. gym on Friday and Saturday.

**Boileymakers To Play Iowa Here Tonight**

**By RALPH T. JONES**

**Hawkeye Fencers In 3 Duels Today**

Iowa will face Illinois, Wisconsin and Bradley today in the third annual meet.

**Hawkeye Grapplers Seek Win At Michigan State**

**Hawkeye Women's Volleyball Team Wins**

**Boilermakers Win 13 Events; Defeat Bradley, Wildcats**

**Iowa Husker Fencers In 3 Duels Today**

Iowa will face Illinois, Wisconsin and Bradley today in the third annual meet.

**Hawkeye Women's Volleyball Team Wins**

**Boilermakers Win 13 Events; Defeat Bradley, Wildcats**
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